NOVEMBER 2018

NEWSLETTER
IOSH President’s Message
We have made history!
First, let me say how honoured I am to
have been elected as your President. I
am very grateful to all the good work
the Hong Kong Branch and all those
who have had served in the IOSH
Council have done in making a reality.
It is not my achievement but ours,
IOSH members in Hong Kong, and all
safety practitioners in Hong Kong. We
have made history.
What is remarkable to me is how much common ground and
shared purpose a profession like ours has, in the 130 countries we
can IOSH membership footprint and beyond. We are united by the
same values. We approach the work we do in very similar ways.
We spend every day of our working lives – no matter where in the
world we are – trying to prevent harm and keep people safe.
My intention this year is to consolidate the gains we have made
and help strengthen common interests within our profession and
with other disciplines. I look forward to playing my role and
working with you all in taking the Institution and the Hong Kong
Branch even further forward. With your support, let’s make it a
real ‘One IOSH’ team effort this coming year.
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Since I have taken on the IOSH Presidency, I have travelled to Membership update
12
Vienna to speak at the ‘Fight against Occupational Cancer’
13
conference on 24–25 September, hosted by the Austrian Editorial
Presidency of the Council of the European Union. This is the third
EU conference on tackling occupational cancer. My presentation on No Time to Lose looks at how our
supporters use tailored campaign resources and pledges to tackle occupational cancer. I then took
part in a panel discussion before meeting other delegates to discuss working together in Europe and
worldwide on this important topic.
Let me inform you with pleasure that Andrew Sharman has been voted President-Elect by the Council
in September 2018. In addition, Tim Eldridge was elected a Vice-President and Louise Hosking was reelected to serve another term as a Vice-President.
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IOSH President’s Message (cont.)
Congratulations to them all – I am glad to have them
on board as part of a great team. These results were
ratified formally at the Annual General Meeting,
which took place after the IOSH Conference 2018.
As always, Networks Conference that follows the
IOSH Conference gave a great opportunity for our
branches and groups to gather, network and discuss
plans.
Representatives were given an insight into IOSH’s
new approach to global working, and their input
from the subsequent workshop on global working
will help shape IOSH activities across the six priority
areas. We updated our Networks on future leaders activities, the student membership,
apprenticeships and the new CPD scheme.
Once again, thank you all, you are the one who makes a difference. You are the one who shows the
world Hong Kong is a great place and a leader in safety.

Ir Prof. Vincent Ho
President
IOSH
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IOSH Annual General Meeting and Safety Conference
IOSH 18 Conference was held during 17 – 18 September 2018 at ICC Birmingham. The theme of the
conference was “shape a new world of work.” In the welcome remark, the Past President, Mr Craig
Foyle stated safety and health professionals were being given greater responsibilities. We were no
longer a role confined to doing risk assessments and ticking boxes; safety and health professionals
were leaders making key decisions which impacted on business direction.
Speakers from a wide array of backgrounds shared their insights and experience. There were key
developments impacting on workplace safety and health. The conference also covered new
international standards, the sentencing guidelines for safety and health failings, contractor
management and the impact of emerging technologies.
The IOSH AGM was held on the second day of conference 2018. The appointment of first ever Chinese
IOSH President, Ir Prof. Vincent Ho was officially confirmed.
IOSH networks conference was held on Wednesday 19th September 2018 at ICC in Birmingham. It
covered a variety of subjects such as updates on IOSH Work 2022, global working and interactive
sessions on IOSH’s six priority areas, including musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs), non-health (incident)
related fatalities (falls from heights, hit by moving objects, transport safety), occupational cancer,
rehabilitation – back to work, sustainability and human capital and well-being (physical and mental
health). The conference featured drop in sessions/ clinics aimed at providing delegates with direct
updates from IOSH staff on areas of interest such as membership and training.

Ir Prof. Vincent Ho (Right front) was
confirmed as the first ever Chinese IOSH
President
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Group photo with Ir Prof. Vincent Ho, Mr Duane
Cheung, Vice Chairman of Hong Kong Branch and
Mr Leo Leung, EC Member of Hong Kong Branch
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Seminar on “Taking Leap Forward – ISO 45001 Occupational
Health and Safety
On 13th July 2018, Mr Thomas Ma delivered a talk on the subject: Taking Leap Forward >> ISO 45001
Occupational Health and Safety. In the talk, Thomas introduced the intents of new ISO 45001:2018
standard and also highlighted its new concepts & requirements. He presented some success factors
with a successful case. He further rounded-up with a journey of migration to / implementation of the
new standard.
Thomas elaborated the new standard which is developed to provide a framework for managing OH&S
risks and the intended outcomes of this new standard are to prevent work-related injury and ill health
to workers, it aims to provide safe and healthy workplaces, consequently, to minimize OSH risks and
to improve OSH performance.

Evan Ng, Chairman was giving his welcome

speech

Mr Evan Ng presented the certificate of
appreciation to Mr Thomas Ma (Middle)
and his team members.
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SGS teammate was introducing the SGS’s
background

Mr Thomas Ma was explaining the new
concepts of ISO45001:2008
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Seminar on “Leading Safety – A Practical Approach”
On 8 August 2018, Mr Craig Docherty gave a speech on “Leading Safety – A Practical Approach”. He is
the CEO /Founder, Fusion Safety Management Pty Ltd whose company provides professional OSH
advice and assistance to businesses in Asia and Australia.
Craig understood that there were a number of considerations to be aware of when leading people to
safely produce a product or outcome. When new leaders took charge or even old leaders took on new
roles, it was difficult to know what model to use or what skills to develop in order to lead safely. The
intent of his presentation was to bring greater awareness to practical elements and skills that
significantly impacted how successfully an individual was able to lead safely.
His presentation outlined some critical success factors or minimum requirements required to lead
safely. It also included an overview of how different elements could be applied by a leader to
influence the perception of safety within a workforce.

Mr Craig Docherty was interacting with
the participants during the seminar
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Mr Evan Ng, Chairman presented the
certificate of appreciation to Mr Craig
Docherty
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Seminar on “Leading for the Future”
On 14 Aug 2018, we were honoured that Mr Anthony James Small, Director of Gammon Construction
Ltd. gave us a seminar on “leading for the future”. He first gave the introduction on the relationship
between the organisation management and incident rate.
He then shared with us his experience in the leadership behaviour that could reveal culture of the
organisation and the greatest challenge on construction sites.
Anthony further pointed out a true leader should inspire, motivate, originate and give challenge to
status quo. He regarded “highly reliable organisations were successful because their leaders mindfully
managed the unexpected”. He added that mindful leadership was concerned about the risk of failure;
reluctance to simplify interpretations; sensitivity to operations; commitment to resilience; and
involving expertise. Finally, Anthony invited the participants to give analysis on some real incidents in
order to further their understanding on the concept of mindful leadership.

Mr Duane Cheung, Vice Chairman (Right)
presented the certificate of appreciation
to Mr Anthony Small
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Mr Anthony Small was sharing his
experience in how to be a leader on
managing safety
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Seminar on IOSH Today: Continuing Professional
Development (CPD) and Initial Professional Development
(IPD) – The IOSH Safety Professional
On 5 October 2018, Ms Emmeline Heaphy, IOSH Membership Development Advisor and her
teammates who came from UK gave a talk on the Continuing Professional Development (CPD) and
Initial Professional Development (IPD) for the members and non-members. It was a good opportunity
for the participants to have a face-to-face session to discuss the assessment procedures with the
Membership Development Advisor.
Also, as advised by Emmeline, a pool of CMIOSH/CFIOSH volunteers would be trained up in Hong Kong
soon so that they were able to conduct the peer review interviews for local Graduate Members who
would like to achieve Chartered membership. It was good news for our members as the panel
members were familiar with the local industry’s background. It was believed that the initiative could
give our Graduate Members’ confidence a boost.
At the beginning of the seminar, Ir Prof. Vincent Ho gave a speech on the update of the IOSH and the
membership journey. Also, he explained how a new Student Membership category would enable IOSH
to develop and improve the support it offered for full-time students on an IOSH accredited course,
who could gain IOSH membership for free during their studies.

Ir Prof. Vincent Ho was explaining about
the membership journey

Ms Emmeline Heaphy was presenting
how IPD process worked.

Group photo with the IOSH representatives
and the Branch members
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Seminar on “Human Factor”
On 30th October 2018, Ms Karen Priestley presented a brief introduction about human factors. She
shared her experiences of deploying human factors in many rail and utilities projects conducted in
Hong Kong, other Asia countries and UK. The human factor knowledge could be applied to all industry
sectors.
Human Factors seek to answer a couple of key questions that impact significantly on safety
performance as follows:
 What does a person have to do in their job?
 Do they understand what they have to do?
 Can they do it?
 Can they do it under degraded or emergency conditions?
It is too late to find out that there is a problem when someone has an accident – so how can we be
more pro-active about ensuring that the answer to all these questions is yes?
Karen had extensive experience in managing occupational safety and health through incorporating
human factor consideration and implementation into daily work processes. In the seminar, she listed
some critical factors that might have significant impacts on safety performance. She used her past
projects to illustrate how the human factors contributed in improving the occupational safety and
health at workplaces and enhanced the work efficiencies.

Ms Karen Priestley was explaining how
the human factors affect our daily life
and work.
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Group photo with Ms Karen Priestley (Right 5),
her team members and the Branch EC
Members
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Lighthouse Club Contractor Safety Awards
Built on the success of the past few years, IOSH Hong Kong continued to collaborate with Lighthouse
Club Hong Kong for organising the Contractor Safety Awards 2018 to recognize the excellent safety
performance of the contractors in the ‘Site Safety Practitioner Award’ and ‘Safe Project Team Award’
categories.
The ‘Site Safety Practitioner Award’ aimed to recognize individual safety professionals who had made
outstanding contribution to construction site safety. After the initial assessment, 5 out of 21
candidates were shortlisted for the final round interview conducted by a judging panel during which
the shortlisted candidates provided their visions, missions and contributions that they had made for
developing and enhancing the safety performance of the construction industry.
The ‘Safe Project Team Award” aimed to recognize the joint effort of individual parties such as the
client, designer and contractor in the project team for managing safety on their respective projects.
Apart from an evaluation of the effectiveness of the Safety Management System being implemented
on the projects, verification of the actual safety performance of the participating sites was conducted
through site inspection by the judging committees.
The awards were presented to the winners on 14 September 2018.

Winners of the Site Safety Practitioner
Award
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Champion of Safe Project Team Award Tuen Mun - Chek Lap Kok Link - Northern
Connection Sub-sea Tunnel Section
Dragages-Bouygues Joint Venture Highways Department - AECOM Asia
Company Limited
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Snapshots of MTR Society Link Gathering on “High Speed Rail
Go Faster! Go Further!”
On 1 September 2018, Mr William Lau, EC Member – Membership, and Mr K H So, Co-Opted Member
joined the Society Link Gathering organised by the MTR Corporation with the theme of “High Speed
Rail, Go Faster! Go Further!”. The Gathering was coincident with the West Kowloon Station Open Day.

Group photo of some of the participants

The participants was guided by Mr Vincent
Lin to tour the Station

Mr Vincent Lin highlighted some major
facilities in different floor levels

Group photo taken immediately after the
Introduction Session in the Station
Conference Room

Group photo taken immediately after the touring session at the West Kowloon Station
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APOSHO 33 – Driving OSH Excellence through
Communication and Collaboration
APOSHO 33, one of the key OSH conference in 2018 and the first major event hosted by IOSH in AsiaPacific region is fast approaching.
Conference programme is now available. There are 15 track sessions to choose from throughout the
2-day conference. The event has secured many exciting key note speakers such as Dr Constance Chan
from the Department of Health, and Er Song Hin Ho from the Ministry of Manpower. APOSHO 33 is a
must-go event.
As a member of the IOSH community, this conference is your platform to share your ideas and
network with safety and health professionals from Asia-Pacific region and beyond.
Your participation will be invaluable to the success of this event.
Book you APOSHO 33 conference place today to join this key OSH event of 2018.
Conference Website: http://www.ioshwork2022.com/aposho33/

Diamond sponsor

Gold sponsors
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Upcoming events in the 3rd quarter of 2018
Date

Professional Event

04 & 05 Dec 2018

APOSHO 33 – Driving OSH excellence through communication and
collaboration

14 Dec 2018

Occupational Safety and Health Seminar on safety through control, design and
management of temporary works

Jan 2019 (TBC)

Half day safety workshop – leading for the future

Membership update
Membership Statistics as of 31 October 2018

CFIOSH
CMIOSH
CMIOSH (retired)
MIOSH
Grad IOSH
Tech IOSH
AIOSH
Affiliate
Total

Member
23
413
6
1
182
38
3
8
754
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Editorial
We would like to appeal to members who have articles, papers, etc. being valuable for sharing in this
Newsletter to contact the Editorial Team at mailbox@ioshhongkong.com for coming issues.

Editorial Team

Mr Evan Ng
Ms Felix Chan
Mr Lewis Cheng
Mr Leo Leung
Mr Stephen Kong
Mr Raymond Man
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